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ABSTRACT
The hydrocrane design 1 comprises a
tubular truss boom and box .structured arm,
which are actuated by hydraulic cylinders
through a hydraulic-electro proportional
valve system (Fig. 2). A two-axis hydraulic disc brake on the tip of the arm
provides control over swinging of the
load, and a fail safe "drop lock" allows
the submersible to be released without
having a diver in the water. The cranes
are fabricated entirely of aluminum, with
the exoeption of the stainless steel
shafting, pins, and fasteners.

In keeping with its mission to develop
instrumentation and systems for marine research, the Link Engineering Laboratory of
Harbor Branch Foundation has begun a comprehensive study of its submersible launch and
recovery cranes. The multi-phase project,
which focuses initially on the JOHNSON-SEALINK hydro crane system, is intended to lead
to the development of a procedure for the
design, modeling, and testing of a shipboard
crane. The approach incorporates dynamic
data collection to refine computer models of
ship and crane behavior, and statistical
techniques to predict the system's response
to random seas. To monitor actual crane
behavior at sea, a minicomputer-based data
acquisition system was developed to access
an array of sensors for ship and crane
motions, and crane strain gages. System
software permits a number of sampling and
data reduction options, immediate graphic
display and frequency analysis, and interface to a shore based system for plotting
and further analysis. This paper describes
the steps which have been taken to implement
the system and presents a brief summary of
data obtained during preliminary trials
aboard the R/V SEA DIVER.
INTRODUCTION
To ensure the safety of personnel and
equipment during submersible missions as sea,
Harbor Branch Foundation has initiated a
study of the hydrocrane systems used aboard
its large research vessels. Since launch
and recovery are inherently dangerous processes, an understanding of the crane's
response to dynamic loading is essential in
assessing the reliability of the system and
in determining the limiting conditions for
safe operation.
Designed in 1972 by ALCOA Company, the
cranes are mounted aboard the two mother
ships R/V JOHNSON and R/V SEA DIVER, and are
used in conjunction with the JOHNSON-SEALINK submersibles (Figure 1). The original
Harbor Branch specifications called for a
device capable of launch and recovery off
the ship's stern under sea state 5 conditions in less than 25 seconds. Additionally,
the system should minimize the time required
for the submersible to remain in the water
alongside the ship, and provide for damping
of pendulated motion during hoisting.
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The launching process is relatively
straightforward. The submersible is
lifted from the after deck of the ship
and placed in the water with the cable
still attached. The submersible pilot
then releases the drop lock pneumatically
and the crane operator withdraws the
cable. Recovery, however, is complicated
by the motions of ship and submersible,
and requires a degree of experience and
judgment on the part of the crane operator. The submersible is positioned
astern of the mother ship and a swimmer
attaches the tag lines and drop lock.
The operator must then wait for the proper
moment and attempt to take the load when
the relative motion between ship and
submersible is at a minimum. The disk
brakes are applied to damp any motions
with respect to the crane and ship as
the submersible is brought aboard.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
In accordance with standard design
procedures, the hydrocrane structural
parameters were developed by determining
the static loads on the crane and then
applying dynamic factors to the allowable
stresses. This technique is similar to
methods used for de-rating offshore
cranes~'3 but other motional induced
stresses are not considered and can lead
to serious errors in predicting actual
dynamic behavior.
In the case of a shipmounted crane picking a submersible from
the water, the inertial loading which
arises from the motions of both ship and
submersible must be taken into account.
Transient perturbations such as wind
buffeting, impulses generated through

brake action or normal actuation of the
hydraulic system, and the damping effects
of the hoisting machinery further mitigate
the system's dynamic response 4 •
Analysis is complicated by the timevarying nature of the process s ; the
system's behavior varies over the course
of a launch and recovery cycle as the
crane-submersible configuration changes
with respect to the ship.
If large amplitude motions or the effects of load pendulation are considered, the system also
becomes non-linear. A deterministic
solution to the problem may lead to serious
underestimation of the motions induced in
the system; maximum velocities can greatly
exceed those predicted by simpler models
which have been used in the past 6 • Of
special significance is the possibility
of coupling between the ship and crane
response due to overlapping modes of vibration 7.

will be refined and verified through
strain and acceleration measurements made
during launch and recovery cycles. Later
phases will expand the model to a multidimensional system and address the statistical aspects of the problem.
A prerequisite to meaningful analysis
during the project is a shipboard data
acquisition system to record ship and
crane behavior at sea. Harbor Branch has
designed such a system (Fig. 3) around a
Digital Equipment Corporation minicomputer
used to monitor an array of sensors which
provide information on ship motion, crane
position, and strains within the structure.
An integral AID converter enables recording on floppy disk for transfer to a
shore-based PDP 11/34, however, graphics
and frequency analysis routines give
immediate feedback at data acquisition
time.
HARDWARE DESCRIPTION

Since the motions of ship and crane are
functions of the essentially random sea
conditions, a statistical approach is
warranted. Analytical tools for the
statistics of stationary random processes
are highly developed, although comparable
techniques for treating non-stationary
stochastic systems are not widely known s
Recently, however, attention has been
drawn to this problem, owing to the upsurge in use of cranes by the offshore
oil industry. Models have been developed
based on numerical integration of the
equations of motion in the time domain
using a three-dimensional rotating coordinate system 7 , 8 , 9 .
These techniques can
be used in conjunction with generalized
finite element computer programs to
accurately determine the structural response when starting from known conditions.

MINC 11/03 MINICOHPUTER - Central to the
system is the MINC 11/03 with a floppy
disk based operating system, graphic
display terminal, and modular lab equipment interface units. These lab modules
enable analog to digital input, digital
input, digital to analog output, and use
a separate clock for controlling sampling
operations. The system currently supports
single-ended 32-channel input to the AID
converter, but can be expanded in steps
of 16 channels with additional plug-in
multiplexers. The AID unit itself is
capable of conversions at about 11,000
Hertz, although this rate is not achievable with multiple channels or with the
MINC BASIC operating system. More than
adequate sampling rates are obtained
when points are collected in core, but
continuous rates of more than 2 Hertz
cannot be sustained with 25 channels.

Finally, the harsh offshore operating
conditions dictate the need for an understanding of the long-term operating
characteristics of the system. This is
important not only from the standpoint
of fatigue life and structural integrity
of the crane, but also with respect to the
system's dynamic response.
Recent work
has been directed towards establishing the
relationships between fatigue and a
crane's dynamic characteristics 9 •

SIGNAL INTERFACE PANEL - For convenient
access to signal and power, the ship's
motion package and crane angular sensors
are interfaced to the system through a
rack mounted interface panel. Cables for
all sensors are connected via MIL type
connectors on the panel face, and integral
power supplies feed the ship's motion
package and crane position sensors.
Sensor signals are returned through the
board for routing to other system devices.

DYNAMIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
A wiring harness leads to the AID
converter connector block and directs the
signals to predetermined channel assignments on the MINC.
Signaloutput
terminals on the panel face allow several
other options. From here, selected outputs may be connected to the rack mounted,
dual channel strip chart recorder, a
digital voltmeter, or other external
device.
Signals can also be selectively
connected to the BNC input terminals on

As the first phase in its long-term
program, Harbor Branch Foundation's
Research & Development Department has
undertaken a study of the dynamic
structural behavior of the hydrocranes 1 0 ,
using a synthesis of computer modeling
and analysis of actual crane response recorded at sea. The phase I objective is
to develop a one-degree-of-freedom
finite element model of the crane which
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the MINC AID converter.

cable assemblies.

SIGNAL CONDITIONER - For use in conjunction with the strain gages or other
sensors, two modular, 10-channel signal
conditioners are incorporated into the
system. The units contain integral power
supplies, 1000 Hz oscillators, bridge
completion and calibration circuitry, and
differential amplifiers with variable gain
control. The rack mounted devices permit
gages of various resistances to be used in
quarter, half, or full bridge configuration, using either internal or external
bridge completion resistors.

STRAIN GAGES - In all, approximately 120
gages would be required for mounting on
both steel and aluminum. Encapsulated
gages are specified to minimize affects
of the salt air during installation, and
element sizes were determined by the power
dissipation abilities of the aluminum
structure. Selection of other preparatory
agents and protective coatings was based
on the manufacturer's recommendations for
a long term installation in a salt water
environment.
Protection for the gages is provided by
a four part coating system, the first part
of which is the factory encapsulation.
Two applications of an air drying moisture
barrier are applied to the gages and exposed lead wire. This is followed by a
nitrile rubber compound to provide good
bonding with the vinyl covering of the
leadwires and cable. Finally, an epoxy
based resilient covering is applied in a
thick layer over the entire installation
for salt water protection and mechanical
strain relief of the leadwires.

The 350 ohm strain gages employed
during preliminary trials use a quarter
bridge, 3-wire return with internal
completion resistors. Gages are connected
using foil shielded cable running to
Bendix type connectors at the signal
conditioners. A 16-channel, shielded
wiring harness is connected directly to
the input terminal block on the MINC
multiplexer.
SHIP'S MOTION PACKAGE - To record the
ship's movement at sea, a motion measurement package was developed to interface
with the MINC AID converter. The package
consists of six motion sensors to monitor
pitch inclination, roll inclination, pitch
angular acceleration, roll angular acceleration, heave linear acceleration, and
surge linear acceleration. The sensors
are mounted on a precisely machined mounting plate, enclosed in a watertight case,
and connected to the signal interface
board through a 40 foot cable assembly.

SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION
DATA ACQUISITION AND DISPLAY - A significant portion of time invested in the
system to date has been spent in developing the software to support the analog
data acquisition and analysis. The menu
driven system which emerged (Fig. 5,
Appendix) allows much flexibility in sampling selected channels at various sampling
rates and modes. The graphic display and
harmonic analysis capabilities available
at data collection time permit easy verification of valid collection on all
channels, and provide immediate feedback
for adjusting sampling rates.
Run time
parameters such as collection mode,
channels, frequency, date, time and a
user supplied run ID code are stored in a
permanent file on completion of each data
run. This automatic logging of run time
parameters diminishes considerably the
task of accounting for large numbers of
data points collected in a variety of
modes and channel combinations.

All ship's motion channels operated
successfully and no problems were experienced with either the motion sensors or
the signal and power links. However, an
unacceptable noise level caused by ship
vibration was generated in all the
sensors. Several digital filtering
routines were applied to the recorded data
with good results (Fig. 4), but for future
testing, vibration isolation mounts will
be added to the sensor package.
CRANE ANGULAR SENSORS - To determine the
crane's position with respect to the ship,
two angular sensors were developed to
measure the angle between crane boom and
deck, and between arm and boom. Each
sensor consists of a precision potentiometer mounted in an O-ring sealed PVC
case and attached to the crane with a
machined aluminum mounting bracket. A
pulley secured to the wiper shaft is actuated through a spring-tensioned cable
which follows the crane's motion. The
potentiometer serves as a voltage divider
providing a linear output which is directly proportional to the change in angular
position. Power and signal are routed
through the interface panel by separate

All data and sampling parameters are
accessed through the run ID for later
display and data reduction. These data
"stamps" are then passed to data reduction
and display programs without further
operator intervention. System routines
allow several graphic display options
including strip chart display, comparative
display of two channels, and graphic
display with auto-scaling and filtering
to remove noise.
Individual points on the
screen may be indexed to display their
magnitude and position in the time sequence.
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Data reduction software was developed to
convert the acquired signal voltages to
true angles, accelerations, and strains.
All sensor types, calibration factors,
constants, and zero offsets are defined
for each channel and can be easily modified
for different channel assignments or for
additional sensors. This definition process is performed only once for any
channel configuration. The data runs are
then accessed by run ID, the sampling parameters are displayed for verification, and
the reduction process proceeds automatically without user attention to the particular channels or number of sensors in that
run.
A front end routine was developed to
interface with the Calcomp plot program
used on Harbor Branch's PDP 11/34 computer
system. The program builds a plot parameter file and transfers plot data files
created by the display programs. A variety
of plotting options are available including
labeling, scaling, multiple plots, and
automatic positioning.
HARMONIC ANALYSIS - Benchmarked at 1.4
seconds with 512 points, the 2-radix Fast
Fourier Transform makes frequency analysis
on the MINC an attractive possibility.
Routines were developed with options that
include tapered windows, detrending, and
filtering 1 1 12 13. A power spectrum is
produced and points may be indexed to obtain coefficient number, frequency, amplitude, and phase.

ANALYSIS OF MOTIONS - As a step toward
describing the dynamic behavior of the
ship and crane, a simple mathematical
analysis of the relationships between the
ship and crane motions and the forces imposed by the load was performed. The
first part of the analysis is concerned
with correcting the signals recorded from
the ship's motion sensors. The angular
accelerometers are essentially unbiased by
any motions other than accelerations about
their sensitive axes; the inclinometers
and linear accelerometers, however, respond
both to the component of gravity along
their sensitive axes, and to the linear
accelerations induced by the complex
motions of the ship.
The second part of the analysis deals
with the reduction of these complex accelerations to their components with respect
to the ship's centers of pitch and roll.
Using a coordinate system that is fixed
with respect to the ship, the accelerations
and resulting forces at any point can be
determined.
By differentiating the crane
motion with respect to the ship, the
accelerations induced by crane operation
can also be found.
Finally, by calculating
the sum of these accelerations at the
center of mass of the load (submersible),
and considering the crane position, vector
analysis gives the components of force and
torque exerted on the crane.
A simple rigid body model of the ship
and crane motions was implemented on the
MINC. The program accepts user input of
amplitude and period for ship's pitch and
roll; wave height and period are entered
to estimate ship's heave. Crane motion
simulation is generated using a second
degree polynomial and forces are resolved
into their X, Y, and Z components at the
load.

Selected time sequences are detrended
by simply removing the mean, but better
suited methods could be used for analysis
of damped oscillations. The windowing
routines employ a split-bell cosine taper
and no appreciable leakage is observed.
Very little aliasing is apparent in the
transforms runs sampled at 20 Hertz or
greater. The ship's motion channels are
an exception to this, but isolation mounts
for the sensor package shoule attenuate
the higher frequency ship vibration and
eliminate the need for any filtering.
However, existing filtering routines could
be easily enhanced to use more sophisticated weighting schemes.

PRELIMINARY TRIALS
A preliminary examination of all system
capabilities was performed aboard the R/V
SEA DIVER on August 10, 1981. This included a thorough checkout of all components, calibration of all sensors, a
dockside testing sequence, and an at-sea
test.

An improvement in the statistical
validity of harmonic analyses can be obtained using" Welch's method for segmenting
and averaging. Cross correlations and
cross spectra can also be conveniently
produced using the FFT and POWER calls
with some small in-house programs. Although existing routines are available
for data reduction on the PDP, little
effort would be required in implementing
some simple programs on the MINC.

The test was intended to serve several
purposes. First, it was necessary to
verify that all system components would
reliably perform as required. Secondly,
it was desirable to assess the procedures
developed for calibration and operation
of the system and to gain some experience
in using the system aboard ship. Thirdly,
valid data acquisition could be verified
through a comparison with the results of
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a previous static test.
Finally some background information on the dynamic behavior
of the ship and hydrocrane system would be
valuable in designing the next stage of
the project.

observed around 4.2 Hertz. When the crane
was loaded with the dummy sub, a strong
peak again appeared in all runs. As would
be expected from the additional mass in
the system, the loaded vibration shifted
to a lower frequency of about 1.2 Hertz.

In preparation for testing aboard the
R/V SEA DIVER, a total of 24 sensors were
mounted on the crane and ship; these included the 6 ship's motion sensors, 2
crane angular position sensors, and 16
strain gages. The MINC, interface panel,
signal conditioner, and other related
equipment were brought aboard and all
final connections made (Fig. 6). Data
acquisition was verified on all channels,
sensors were calibrated, and a zero offset
sweep was recorded.

Slightly higher frequencies appeared
in other runs, presumably because the
differences in crane position shifted the
effective crane stiffness; these frequencies ranged up to about 1.8 Hz for the
loaded and unloaded cases.
Although accelerations induced through
crane motion are normally small and may be
neglected, an exception to this occurs at
those times when the boom and arm motions
are first initiated. As hydraulic
pressure quickly builds after control
valves are actuated, crane motion commences
rapidly, effecting an impulsive type load
in the system. Damped oscillations from
these motions were observed in the data
runs from the preliminary trials (Fig. 8).

All phases of dockside and at sea testing proceeded smoothly. Baseline data
sweeps were recorded for all sensors over
a wide frequency band to provide background noise information. For operational
testing, a dummy submersible of weight and
dimensions comparable to the JOHNSON-SEAStatic and
LINK submersibles was used.
dynamic tests were conducted both in port
and at sea, and data runs of complete
operational cycles were recorded.

Based on previous studies of cranes
used for unloading offshore supply
boats 6 , 7 , 8 , 9 , the most critical stresses
occur as the load is first snatched from
a moving deck.
In the case where only
vertical displacements are considered,
impulsive loading was shown to be a
function of the relative velocities between load and pickup device. This
situation is comparable to lifting a
moving sub from the water, but is further
complicated by the crane's motions
following those of the ship. Here, the
relative velocity is attributed to ship
motion, sub motion, and cable operating
speed.

As an aid in assessing data validity, a
replication was performed of the static
test on Crane I aboard the R/V JOHNSON
which was conducted in 1974 by HITEC
Corporation. For this sequence, the crane
was positioned at several points in its
operating cycle, and all gage readings
recorded.
Results were later reduced to
axial and bending strains and compared.
Despite the number of factors influencing
gage readings on the two different cranes,
results of the two tests were in good
agreement.

Data from preliminary trials indicate
that this phase of launch and recovery
indeed produces the greatest dynamic
loading (Fig. 9); large strain oscillations were observed during both pickup
and release (Fig. 10). For this operation,
the crane is fully extended and, as a
whole, subjected to the greatest bending.
Although higher local strains are seen in
some structural components at other
positions, limiting conditions for operation are likely to be experienced by the
crane at this point.

In reviewing the power spectra of the
various runs, certain vibrational frequencies consistently reappear (Fig. 7).
Although the superficial analysis employed
cannot justify any strong conclusions, the
sharp peaks at these frequencies suggest
that they are related to the fundamental
modes of crane vibration. Further, the
presence of only one significant frequency
under a specific loading condition indicates that the crane response will be
largely determined by the lowest frequency
mode, and that as a first approximation
a one degree of freedom model of the
crane's dynamic behavior may be usefu1 8
Analysis of free vibrations induced in the
crane yielded a first approximation for
damping and stiffness coefficients.
in
in
to
In

CONCLUSIONS
Overall, the system performed very well
during development and later shipboard
trials. The MINC hardware is suited to its
function and proved quite reliable in spite
of frequent transportation and less than
optimum environments. Good comparisons
with static test results indicate proper
mounting, calibration, and data reduction
procedures.
Initial results from other
data obtained during preliminary trials

There was little difference apparent
the power spectra from each of the runs
which the arm and the boom were induced
vibrate with the crane fully extended.
the unloaded case, a strong peak was
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have vielded some useful baseline information to be considered in the design
of succeeding project phases.

Michael Czarnicki of Florida Atlantic
University for his comments and suggestions
regarding the harmonic analysis.

These results are based on a limited
inspection of the data obtained from the
preliminary trials and do not represent
all the information available in some
200,000 points which were collected.
However, more emphasis should be placed on
later tests of the system when further
refinements have been made. Current Harbor
Branch effort is directed towards enhancing
the stress analysis system and in developing a finite element model of the hydrocranes.
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STRIP - Accepts run ID, accesses
stamp file, and displays run
parameters. Accepts channel #,
starting point, number of points, and
axis windows, then displays points
in strip chart mode.

10.

DUAL - Accepts run ID, accesses stamp
file, and displays run parameters.
Accepts channel #'s, starting point,
number of points, and axis windows,
then displays points using the DUAL_
MOVE routine for a comparative display of two channels.

11.

SAVFFT - Accepts run ID, accesses
stamp file, and displays run
parameters. Accpets channel #,
starting point, number of points, and
displays points with auto-scaling and
mean value of sequence. After display, allows indexing of selected
points on screen and returns sequential number of point in file and
magnitude. Gives option for 3-term
symmetrical or multiple term moving
average filtering then redisplays
filtered sequence. Gives option to
save for plot file, and if selected
calculates corresponding elapsed
time as accompanying X axis value.
Gives option for Fast Fourier Transform and power spectrum with variable
tapering, removal of the mean, and
rescaling (FFT operates on integers
only). Displays Fourier series then
power spectrum after CR. After
display, allows indexing of selected
points on screen and returns coefficient number, frequency, amplitude, and phase angle. Gives option
of selectively saving Fourier coefficients, phase angles, and power
amplitudes in plot files, and if
selected, calculates corresponding
frequency as accompanying X value.

12.

PLOTXY - Front end program for PDP
plotting routine. Builds plot ID
file with the option of transferring
plot files. Accepts all plotting
options for multiple axis sets and
multiple plots per axis. Calculates
axis increments in inches from
specified plot size and axis windows.

APPENDIX
ANALOG SYSTEM PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS
1.

ANALOG - Entry to analog data software system. Accepts operator name
and volume ID of data disk currently
in drive 1. Accepts menu selection
and chains to appropriate program.
Only entered once at the command
"RUN ANALOG".

2•

MENU - Master menu program. Accepts
menu sleection and chains to appropriate program. All program sequences
chain to MENU on exit.

3.

SAMPLE - Entry to data acquisition
sequences (sweep, continuous, fast).
Accepts run parameters then chains to
appropriate program. Carriage return
defaults to sampling parameters already in common area.

4.

ASWEEP - Normal collection mode.
Gives the option to display during
collection and waits for a CR to
begin. Stores points in core as
they are collected then writes to
disk on completion of the run.
Collects a maximum of 4000 integers.

5.

ACONT - Continuous collection mode.
Gives the option to display during
collection and waits for a CR to
begin. Stores points in core as
they are collected then transfers to
a user routine for transfer to disk
at the end of each conversion sequence. Collects a maximum of 20480
integers.

6.

AFAST - Fast collection mode allows
sampling at higher frequencies due to
an optimized conversion process. No
display option. Waits for a CR to
begin. Stores points in core as they
are collected then writes to disk on
completion of the run. Collects a
maximum of 4000 integers.

7.

8.

ASTAMP - Entered from all data
collection programs.
Updates stamp
file STAMPS.DAT from parameters
passed in common area.

STRESS ANALYSIS PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS

QUICK - Quick sample and display.
Accepts channel #, number of points
to be collected (512 max), and
sampling frequency. Waits for CR to
begin then collects specified data
sweep. On completion, immediately
displays points. Gives option to
save sweep, do FFT and power spectrum.
and save Fourier coefficients, phases,
or power spectrum.
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1.

REDUCE - Data reduction for stress
analysis.
Sensor types, constants,
and calibration factors are defined
for each channel in the source code.
Accepts run ID, accesses stamp file,
and displays run parameters. If
correct run, reduces data then writes
to a new file (floating point) and
accepts next run ID.

2.

GPAIRS - Reduces strain to axial and
bending components. Accepts run ID,

accesses stamp file, and displays
run parameters.
If correct run then
reduces data, rewrites to same file,
and accepts next run 10.
3.

FILTER - Filters reduced data file.
Gives option for 3-term symmetrical
or multiple term moving average
filters.
Filters data, rewrites to
same file, and accepts next run 10.

4.

MODFFT - Modified version of SAVFFT
but operates on floating point files
produced by REDUCE and FILTER.

5.

MOTION - Simple model of rigid body
motion of ship and crane. Accepts
roll period and amplitude, pitch
period and amplitude, wave height
and period (for heave). Generates
crane position using second degree
polynomial and calculates linear
accelerations in the X, Y, and Z
directions at the sub center of
gravity with respect to crane
position and specified ship motion.
Writes to a virtual array file which
is compatible with display programs.

Harbor Branch Foundation Technical Report
No. 44.
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FIGURE lB:
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